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Abstract: The authors are interested in some aspects of a development project entitled “The methodolo-
gy of risk assessment for the purposes of crisis management system RP (ID 193751)”. The project 
funded by the National Research and Development Centre under the Competition 3/2012 (security 
and defense). As part of the project the following items were reviewed and analyzed: materials related 
to the Government Security Centre, already completed and available products of the project ID 193751, 
and literature relating to, among other things, crisis management, critical infrastructure, business conti-
nuity, security, and threats. The basic emphasis of the article is focused on the resource-critical infra-
structure interpretation of the state, whereby the state is perceived as a complex administrative structure 
in which, on the basis of external and internal interactions of resources, the risk of threats measurement 
is done.  
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1 Introduction 
 
The material analysis carried out during the work 
on the project1 ID 193751, funded by The National 
Research Centre, showed that it is devoted mainly 
to pragmatic issues having to do with analyzing, 
evaluating and ensuring the security of the critical 
infrastructure (CI) of the state. There is no theoreti-
cal apparatus that would allow: 

 uniform interpretation and modeling of CI, 

 the carrying out of integral analysis related to the 
risk associated with crisis and crisis management 
at all levels and in all areas related to CI, 

 a dynamic analysis of the structure and function-
ing of CI. 

It seems that the solution might be to treat CI as an 
organizational and technical system, and to choose 
the appropriate methodological apparatus of systems 
theory to its modeling and analysis, as well as sepa-
rating the functional aspects of the proposed system 
of its structural features – so that the operational 
                                                            
1 The main objective of the project ID 193751 is to develop a 
methodology for estimating the risk of a crisis, including the 
destruction or disruption of the state’s critical infrastructure, 
adapted to the requirements of planning documents and software 
developed for the purpose of a crisis management system. 

  
 

modification of the functional aspects do not cause 
significant structural changes to the adopted solu-
tions [1-4, 8]. 

Since we are considering in this paper the safety 
of CI, we use the resource approach based on the 
concept of resources, interpreted as a part of material 
reality (physical) or virtual (e.g. conceptual, infor-
mation, metalinguistic), which is a non-empty set 
of features and their values [6]. 

 
2 The genesis of the subject of research  
 and comparative analysis 
 
Designing systems with organizational and technical 
characteristics specific for the resources can be im-
plemented in many ways. The main difficulty lies in 
the proper selection of the methodological apparatus 
of systems theory. The key to a solution is the sepa-
ration the functional aspects of the proposed system 
from its structural features that any modification of 
its structure does not cause “structural revolution” 
for the previously obtained solutions [1, 6, and 8]. 

The sine qua non of a satisfactory design and its 
implementation is the definition of the axioms’ prop-
er functioning (operation) of the future system. 
On the basis of the axioms’ proper functioning one 
can construct theories and theorems, and prove 
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the design’s correctness (completeness and non-
contradiction) as it pertains to the systems [10]. 

The determination of the variables and the aggrega-
tion of data are basic operations done in preparation 
of the Multi-dimensional Comparative Analysis 
(MDCA), by which it is possible to build logical 
and arithmetic models for structural and functional 
studies of real objects (resources and their complex 
interrelationships in the form of physical infrastruc-
ture, in particular CI) [13-16]. 

MDCA is used to detect patterns and similarities 
present in the investigated objects. The primary task 
is to seek MDCA methods to simplify complex data 
structures into separate categories, each of which 
represents a specific data type. An example is the 
concept of the universal category of the resource, its 
features, and the repertoires of these characteristics. 

With respect to the main tasks of MDCA, one may 
include statistical analysis of the data and the optimi-
zation of the set of diagnostic variables. The main 
methods of MDCA can be carried out using four 
basic scales: nominal, ordinal, interval and quotient2.   

With respect to the description of the CI3 of the re-
sources, each of these scales can be used depending 
on the structural characteristics of these resources. 
This task becomes especially important when one is 
looking for an effective way of classifying and com-
paring resources in the accompanying decision-
making processes – especially in emergency situa-
tions concerning their functionality. 

The advanced analysis of resources leads, in terms 
of semiotic (semiotic signs), to its representation 
in the form of a continuum of semiotic signs [1, 6]. 
Using the model of the resource, in semiotic terms, 
we treat each resource as a triad: the reality, the iden-
tifier and the interpretation. 

                                                            
2 data analysis – the procedure leading to the clustering effect 
data according to the adopted scale and the used criteria  
3 Critical Infrastructure (CI) – in accordance with the Act of 26 
April 2007. Crisis Management Art. 3 pt. Critical Infrastructure 
as amended, includes the following resources and systems: 
energy supply, energy raw materials and fuels; communications, 
data communications networks; financial; food supplies; water 
supply; health care; transport; rescue; ensuring business 
continuity in public administration; production, stockpiling, 
storage and use of chemical and radioactive substances, 
including pipelines of hazardous substances; cultural resources 
and heritage. 

The resource in its real form – this is the objectively 
existing physical or abstract element of the subject 
area. The resource as an identifier (Lat. denotat, de-
notates) is the distinguished (individual) name of the 
actual form of the resource. The resource in the sense 
of the interpretation is the resource as belonging 
to a particular class of resources, indicating its prop-
erties (among other things, which was awarded from 
other resources). 

The semiotic characteristics of the resources enable 
to distinguish the names (denotates) from fragments 
of reality with these names, as well as the properties 
of these fragments (highlighted features) of the same 
fragments of reality. 

This distinction is particularly important when 
the modeled subject area have become models (se-
miotic signs) of other realities. The phenomenon of 
this kind often happens, for example, when design-
ing a hierarchical decision-making system [11, 12]. 

 
3 Resource interpretation  
 of the Critical Infrastructure 
 
The resource critical infrastructure interpretation is 
carried out from four different perspectives: in the 
form of a resource (unified) interpretation of a varie-
ty of CI resources; in the form of reactor technology 
realizing the uniform processing of data structures 
regardless of the specifics of the technological CI; 
in the acceptance of hyper graphs notation channels 
and objects that describe the resources and their in-
ternal and external impact; in recognition of the dy-
namics of resource states as a description of the 
interaction of functional and structural compounds 
and the memory resources phenomenon [17, 18]. 

 

3.1 Identification of CI systems 

The interpretation of CI in terms of resources allows 
the use of a simple conceptual apparatus to describe 
the complex question concerning the identification 
and analysis of CI systems, which is the basis 
for specific actions related to national security. 

The use of the resource approach allows to define 
a single CI as a system and its component functional-
ly interrelated objects, such as: building structures, 
equipment, installations, services essential to the 
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security of the state and its citizens, and to ensure the 
efficient functioning of the public administration, 
as well as institutions and entrepreneurs. 

As stated in the National Program for Critical Infra-
structure Protection (NP-CIP)4: “Identification of 
facilities, equipment, installation or services for 
which the destruction or disruption of the function-
ing could cause a crisis is a key step in the process 
of protection CI” [19-21]. 

The resources are described and grouped by concepts 
of class resources arising as a result of the use of the 
method MDCA to the universe of CI5 stocks, which 
is the subject of analysis and operations [23, 24]. 

Each class of resources has a specified (possible 
to refill) repertoire of features, which should include 
the following elements: 

1) the characteristics of the resource;  

2) the definition of the geographical allocation 
of resources;  

3) the representation of the parameters relating 
to the consequences of the destruction or non-
functioning a resource that matches the cross-
sectional, as defined in the document NPCI (p. 
11)4, which includes: casualties, the financial 
implications, the need to evacuate, loss of ser-
vices, recovery time, the effect of international 
and uniqueness;  

4) the characteristics describing the state of the 
resource as falling within the limit values max-
min, which would allow the introduction of haz-
ard information;  

5) an attribute indicating the significance (meaning) 
of the resource in the CI system;  

6) the characteristics defining the resource suscep-
tibility to destruction, disruption of the opera-
tion, reducing potential or effectiveness or 
improper use;  

7) the characteristics useful for the purposes of risk 
analysis and to develop scenarios for the devel-
opment of adverse events. 

                                                            
4 National Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection 
2013, p. 11. 
http://rcb.gov.pl/wp-content/uploads/NPCIP-dokument-
główny.pdf 
5 universe of resources - all distinguished collection of resources 
for research, analysis and operational activities 

 

The repertoires of features should be harmonized 
for the entire CI, which will develop and apply the 
same tools for collecting operational data, reporting, 
aggregation of data, and conducting analytical 
and decision support. 

The distinguishing characteristics of the respective 
class is always whenever we begin to describe 
the different resource groups; and also in this case 
when, with respect to the same set of characteristics, 
there are different repertoires of their value. 

The dynamics of the changes in the characteristics 
of the resource should include only the features most 
important from the point of view of ensuring the 
continuity of the proper functioning (operation) 
of a particular class of resources. The failure to fol-
low this rule (excessive number of features with 
a significant number of limit values) – due to the 
exponential increase in the complexity of state – will 
prevent an estimation of the effects of the interaction 
of resources. 

For example, only with respect to 15 features of re-
source A, with five values of each feature, do we 
obtain about 30,5x109 states of that resource. If the 
resource A will have the same impact in terms 
of complexity as with respect to resource B, 
the number of possible such states the system will 
grow to 9,3x1019. 

It is obvious that simplify the description of the in-
teraction of normal and critical (and thus of risks) 
must be conducted and evaluated in a way that en-
sures their relevance to the objective function, which 
is to preserve the continuity of CI [5, 7, 9, 22-24, and 
26]. 

From the above reasoning it follows that the analysis 
of the continuity of CI can be effectively conducted 
(with a chance of counteracting threats) only by us-
ing "highly simplified" modeling tools of logic 
and the potential impact of External Resources (ER) 
and through the impact of Internal Resources (IR), 
which are identifiable in structures of resources. 

Modeling of logic is possible by means of hyper-
graph structures; modeling of the potential impacts – 
using additive operations on risk potentials, calculat-
ed taking into account the changes of the dynamics 
(speed and acceleration). The development of meth-
odological examples of positioning risks detailed 
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in the structures of resources should not be too diffi-
cult6. 

The resource can be subjected to three types of struc-
tural operations [6]: 

 operations as a result of which class (set of fea-
tures resources) is determined and the type of re-
source (due to the organization of the constituent 
stocks), 

 operations as a result of which occurs class 
or type of resource change (for obvious reasons, 
not all variants of these changes are acceptable),  

 operations as a result of which, in relation to the 
collective resource, one of the four measures 
is made:  

- the resource is introduced into population,  

- the resource is derived from the community,  

- the resource in the community is replaced 
by a resource from the outside, 

- checking whether the community contains 
a particular resource. 

 

3.2 Technological reactors 

The study of threats is being caused by the conse-
quences of the interaction of human, material objects 
and physical phenomena. These consequences lead 
to an increased risk of adverse events, and in the case 
of severe intensity, also to the emergence of a crisis 
– and the resulting need for risk assessment. 

A risk assessment is performed to determine the 
likelihood of an occurrence (as the relationship be-
tween the number of events that have occurred and 
that may be the cause of incidents, and the number 
of events that implement these risks) as well as the 
size of the loss (determined by: the new value, the 
replacement value or book value, and indirect loss-
es). Risk should be expressed in the form of a model 
of risk assessment and a risk management model 
(including the transfer of risk). 

The risk is a function (result) of two phenomena: 
threats and vulnerabilities. Estimating the risk in 

                                                            
6 Ostrowska T. - The determination and description of the criteria 
for passing an emergency situation in a crisis situation and threats 
to national security. The term methodical and the guidelines 
described. The final product stage PEVII.14 to be used in part 
to other products. Warsaw University of Technology, Faculty 
of Management, September 2014. 

a specific area of activity, subject to observation 
and assessment, is the starting point to build a Crisis 
Management (CM)7 system, the essence of which is 
to make decisions under time pressure in an emer-
gency, maintaining key functions in the area. 
This statement implies the need to establish a work-
ing definition of a group of initial concepts, and then 
expand them in accordance with the needs of the CM 
plan. The basic concepts are the keywords: resource, 
event, process, decision, threat, risk and crisis situa-
tion [25, 27-29]. 

Each of these concepts is the starting point for defin-
ing and developing a system of concepts, deciding 
test methods with respect to hazards, risk assess-
ments, and the process of crisis management. A well-
designed ontology (a system of concepts) of the af-
fected area of activity may have a significant impact 
on the architecture (spatial structure) and function 
(effectiveness) of the CM system. 

The simplicity of the structure and effectiveness 
of the operation in this case are the key to the design 
of hierarchical (pyramidal) structure of the a CM 
system. The base of this pyramid are material objects 
or natural phenomena regarded as resources of reac-
tors, and related organizations and companies that 
are operating in this environment. All these resources 
are management entities8 responsible for the preven-
tion, coordination and cope with emergencies 
by appropriately conducted management and techno-
logical processes. 

The theoretical considerations should assume 
the existence of both negative impacts (risks) as well 
as positive impacts (benefits). These effects are cu-
mulative and cancel each other as a result of syner-
gies of the simultaneous operation of multiple 
resources. Modeling positive impacts can assist the 
processes of prevention and compensation and can 
overcome the effects of threats. 

                                                            
7 Crisis Management (CM) - is an activity consisting of: (1) predict-
ing and recognizing the signs of rising crisis; (2) inhibition 
and prevention of the formation and development of the crisis; (3) 
mastered, leveling and dealing with the consequences of crisis.  
8 The entity in charge is the person or entity acting as management 
at the level of the organizational structure of the state, responsible 
for the reliable operation of the critical infrastructure CIx allocated 
to it. 
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Figure 1. Examples of hypergraph models of threats clusters 

3.3 External and internal resource impact 

The external and internal resource impact of struc-
tures (see Fig. 1) are realized through the process 
structure, in which the primary role is played 
by sequences of discrete events, executing on virtual 
channels formed by the pair <susceptibility> : 
<threat>, which decide about the functional and 
structural condition of CIx resources. 

Fig. 1 shows hypergraphs models of two clusters 
of threats caused by displacement relative to another 
resource – which has caused negative impacts in the 
resources of these clusters. Identified risks inherent 
in the resource are shown as shaded circles. 
The hypergraph’s arches point to the direction of the 
negative impacts among resources; one of the arches 
illustrates the feedback risk of “self-destruction” the 
negative impacts among resources; one of the arches 
illustrates the feedback risk of “self-destruction”. 

The illustrated diversity of resources and links 
to related hazards indicates the need for a very flexi-
ble "channel" of treatment effects for the pair <sus-
ceptibility> : < threat > between resources and the 
environment in which they are sited. 

The analysis of the process of workflow structures, 
as a product of processes carried out on the channels 
in the form of the interaction pair <susceptibility> : 
<threat> is decisive for determining. 

 the effects of loss of functionality and opportuni-
ties for it to maintain or restore collectivities re-
sources {CIx}, 

 halt and reverse transition from a situation 
of increasing threats to the crisis, as assessed on 
the base of chains of events and their probabilistic 

characteristics to measure the effects and risks 
of threats in relation to thresholds set by the gam-
bling companies operating with precision to dif-

ferent channels (U/Z)x
,; the entire resource (all 

channels resource); all the resources of a given 
type of critical infrastructure CIX and a set of sub-
sets of all types of resources {CIX}. 

The impact of ER, and their impact on IR, deter-
mines the structure of different shelf lives. The re-
source structure is so long in terms of business 
continuity, as long as the operating entity, given the 
structure of the aggregated accept the risk of positive 
and negative interactions of its resources. 

If the combined risk of the resource’s structure9 ex-
ceeds a safe threshold10 then the carrier structure 
decomposes it by changing the balance of the poten-
tial risks by including new resources or disconnec-
tion of used one and change in the way the total 
potential of the risk11 of the entire structure. 

The effective positioning of the risks in the structures 
of the resources is significantly dependent on meth-
ods for monitoring the speed and direction of the 
change of the potential threats. 

                                                            
9 Aggregated risk structure of the resources – the sum of risks 
on all virtual channels of the resource structure 
10 Safe threshold – in the deliberations adopted the following 
classification: acceptable, warning, and unacceptable I, 
unacceptable II, and crisis 
11 Risk potential – the difference between hazard 
and vulnerability; threat – is the expected impact on the object 
or between objects, as a result of which they can degrade their 
functional and structural characteristics; compliance 
(submission) – the opposite of resilience understood as a basic 
feature of infrastructure CIx opposite danger (decrease 
or increase susceptibility is done with the resources available 
infrastructure CIx) 
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3.4 Memory of resources 

An inherent feature of any object as a model re-
source is its memory. The memory object is used 
to model the dynamics of the resource states12. 
The memory object should not be confused with the 
state of the resource, which is modeled, or the state 
of the object channels. The memory object is a list 
of statuses showing all the permissible combinations 
of pairs {<state input channel> : <state output chan-
nel>} and stochastic rule changes in statuses with 
parameters relevant to stochastic state changes the 
rules of the modeled resource. 

The dynamics of the memory states of the object is 
a sequence of the states of an object, obtained as 
a Cartesian product of the input channel and output 
channel of this object – carrying the dynamic states 
of the input and output channels of the object13.  

The dynamics of the input channel status object is 
expressed by a sequence of the input channel status 
of this object, described as a sequence of input vector 
states of the sub channels of the object, which is 
the product of the state chart of the input channel 
of this object (describing the effect of internal influ-
ences on the considered channel of the object). 

Similarly, the growth in the output channel states 
object is expressed by the sequence of states of the 
output channel object vectors, described as the se-
quence of states of the sub channels output of  this 

                                                            
12 Resource state – is a vector of the current values of attributes 
created with individual values for each of the resource features, 
describing the current state of the resource at a given moment 
or in a given interval of time 
13 Channel status object - corresponds clearly to the characteris-
tics of the resource corresponding to the channel, which is the 
object model of the resource 
 

object, which is the product of the state chart output 
channel of this object (describing the effect of im-
pacts considered internal to the channel of the ob-
ject). 

An example of state changes at the input and output 
channels of the object is stored in the form of a state 
transition matrix (see Table 1) and its corresponding 
object to a graph object states (see Fig. 2) with 4 
highlighted states, which are accompanied by sym-
metrical 16 events on the input and output channels 
of the object. 

Using the transition matrix switch contained in the 
Table 1 one can efficiently calculate the probability 
of a particular state succession on the current state 
of the system at different trajectories of state chang-
es. Thus, the probability of direct transition from 
state 00 to state 11 is 0.56; while the probability 
of transition from state 00 to state 11 via state 01 is 
only 0.0672. 

Importantly, nearly a 10-fold reduction in the likeli-
hood of the state 11 immediately after the state 00 
may be the reduced risk value associated with the 
state 11, provided that the total risk of a intermediate 
state 01, then state 11 will not be larger.  

Estimating the value of risk across the trajectory 
of the system state changes will be even more mean-
ingful if we assign the system states the cost to re-
store them after the incident (realized risk) 
associated with the considered state of the system. 

 

Table 1. State transition matrix of the object 
(source: own ) 

system status 00 01 10 11 

00 0,06 0,14 0,24 0,56 

01 0,08 0,12 0,32 0,48 

10 0,18 0,42 0,12 0,28 

11 0,24 0,36 0,16 0,24 
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Figure 2. Graf states of stochastic system with four events on channels facility: 00, 01, 10, and 11  

(source: own) 
 

4 Risk measurement of risks and its essence 
 in terms of calculation 
 
The concept of risk is an abstract (numerical value) 
expressing the percentage of the expected loss 
of functionality on the channels of the portion of the 
resource, or set of resources – also called the level 
of risk14.  

The risk value R is expressed as the product of: 

R = P x U x Z (1) 

where:  

R – risk is the product of probability, vulnerability 
and threat, expressed as (0..1) x [0..1] x 
[20..100]%, 

P – likely to be understood as a function of assigning 
values hazard within the closed numerical value 

                                                            
14 The level of risk – for practical reasons adopts a 5-stage classi-
fication of risk levels: level acceptable [0..20), warning [20..40), 
unacceptable I [40..60), unacceptable II [60..80), and crisis 
[80..100) 

[20..100]% in the range wiped away (0..1)15, 

U – susceptibility within closed borders [0..1] is 
understood as a basic feature of the infrastruc-
ture CIx the opposite danger; control susceptibil-
ity (increase or decrease) is carried out with the 
available infrastructure CIx, 

Z – threat within the closed borders [20..100]% con-
strued as the expected impact on the object 
or between objects, as a result of which they can 
degrade their functional and appropriate 
for their structural characteristics. 

The percentage record of the effects of threats 

Z from the channel (U/Z)x
, is not likely to occur, 

but their percentage of loss of functionality of the 
resource as a result of the actual implementation 
of the event describes this threat.  

 

                                                            
15 Closed borders [p..q] mean that a particular function for them 
can take the values  q and  p; open borders (p..q) mean that 
a particular function for them can take the values < q and > p 

(1→0)p0.16 (0→1)p0.36 

(0→0)p0.06 

10

00 

01 (1→0)p0.12 

(0→0)p.08 (0→0)p0.18

(1→1)p0.48 (1→1)p0.28 

(0→0)p0.24

(1→1)p0.56 

(0→1)p0.14 

(1→0)p0.32 

(1→0)p0.24

(1→1)p0.24 

(0→1)p0.42 

11

(0→1)p0.12 
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According to this clause, the sum of the effects of the 

loss of functionality on all channels (U/Z)x
, of the 

affected resource infrastructure may in the calcula-
tion model and the method of proceeding exceed 
a value of 100%, even several times, although the 
actual loss of the intended functionality of the infra-
structure resources, for obvious reasons, will not 
exceed 100%, even in the event of the physical liqui-
dation of that resource. 

With the threats and risks of their formation comes 
the danger of a crisis situation – i.e. a situation where 
the expected impact of the implementation of (the 
consequences) the threats have reached a critical 
level (threshold gambling H16): (1) for the given 
channel infrastructure CIx within the municipality, 
county or state; (2) for the indicated resource CIx 
infrastructure with respect to the territory of the mu-
nicipality, county, state, or country; (3) for the indi-
cated CIx infrastructure on the territory of the 
municipality, county, state, or country; (4) or for 
a specified combination of channels, resources, 
and infrastructure CIx within the municipality, coun-
ty, state, or country. 

 
5 Infrastructure 
 
The classification of CI in terms of technology 
and of area depends on the type and the geographical 
and administrative allocation of this infrastructure. 
The classification process of CI should be carried out 
by the operators at the level of direct contact with the 
infrastructure objects and channels, in order to rec-
ognize and cope with the threats. 

5.1 Geography deployment of CI resources 

The infrastructure type CIx17 determines its suscepti-
bility to the typical risks inherent to the technological 
specifics of this infrastructure.  

                                                            
16 Threshold gambling H is the situation on the designated chan-
nel resource, infrastructure or a combination thereof, which has 
reached a point of discontinuity risk, expressed symbolically 
by H = P x U x Z ≥ 50% (value of H = 50% is determined 
a priori assuming that: P = 0.8, U = 0.8 and Z = 80%, the next 
level of P = 0.9, U = 0.9 and Z = 90% would result in approxi-
mately 50% increase in the value H, i.e. H = 73, 9%) 
17 Type CIx – one of the highlighted infrastructures CI1, CI2, CI3, 
... CI12 

The effectiveness of the diagnosis determines 
the behavior of the operators and the methodology 
used in the heuristic rule simplification. These rules 
should be subjected to systematic review with re-
spect to the consistency of the reality of the threats. 

Particular attention is required to recognize hazards 
from low intensity and diffuse areas of the country 
or region (e.g. poisonings, epidemics, flooding, road 
disasters), bringing together a domino effect that 
could lead to a crisis or even a threat to national se-
curity, if advanced (polynomial and correlated) anal-
ysis is not carried out of the dynamics of gambling 
diffuse threats. 

5.2 Integral model of a crisis situation in CI 

A fixed duty of government is a constant observation 
of the Critical Infrastructure CIX. Continuously is 
providing the monitoring of increased growth rate 
of the degree of risk in relation to a group of identi-
cal CIx features (the Act of 26 April 2007 Crisis 
Management, Journal of Laws 2007 No. 89 item 
590, as amended). 

An an example of a group of identical CIx shown 
in Figure 3, demonstratively illustrates the situation 
on 10 highlighted CIx: 

 infrastructure CI1 type: CI1
1, CI1

2,  

 infrastructure type Cl2: CI2
1, CI2

2,  

 infrastructure CI3 type: CI3
1, CI3

2, CI3
3,  

 infrastructure CI4 type: CI4
1, CI4

2,  

 infrastructure type CI5: CI5
1. 

The term "homogeneous CIx
i, where x is the identifi-

er of the type CIx" means that there are contemplated 

within the CIj
  CIx

i other than the type CIx, due 
to their optionality in relation to the risks. This limi-
tation is illustrated by the example in Figure 4, which 

marked CIj infrastructure that was neglected in the 
modeling and exemplary implementation of infra-

structures CI1, CI2 and CI3. 
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Figure 3. Groups of identical CI, for which monitoring of the recorded increase the risk above tolerable, 
 where:  
 CIx

i i-type infrastructure x, 
 Zx

j - a threat kinds j for CIx, 
 j – hazard identification of infrastructure CIx 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of three neglected infrastructure CIi type  
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Table 2. Infrastructure and their hypothetical threats list 

IKa <name of infrastructure> 

 threats: 

authentic descriptions from 
official sources* 

Za
1 <the essence of threat  threat> 

Za
2 <the essence of threat  threat> 

. . .  

IKb <name of infrastructure> 

 threats: 

authentic descriptions from 
official sources* 

Zb
1 <the essence of threat  threat> 

Zb
2 <the essence of threat  threat> 

. . .  

*) comment: some sources list of threats are treated as “confidential” 

 

 

Table 3. Infrastructure model and their symbolic threat 

CIa critical infrastructure  CIa 

 threats: 

Za
1 - threat Za

1 

Za
2 - threat Za

2 

. . . . . . 

Za
5 - threat Zb

5 

CIb critical infrastructure  CIb 

 threats: 

Zb
1 - threat Zb

1 

Zb
2 - threat Zb

2 

. . . . . . 

Zb
5 - threat Zb

5 

. . . 

CIx critical infrastructure  CIx 

 threats: 

Zx
1 - threat Zx

1 

Zx
2 - threat Zx

2 

. . .  . . . 

Zx
5 - threat Zx

5 
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Figure 5. Infrastructure model CIa
1 in terms of object, in which communication channels “vulnerability -  

a threat” are highlighted   
(a dotted line is used to indicate relationship of mutual substitution  

of vulnerability protection resources in an emergency) 

 

5.3 Procedures to be followed in assessing  
 and addressing the crisis situation 
 
For each type of the Critical Infrastructure CIx  pre-
sented in the Act on Crisis Management of 26 April 
2007 have been described a corresponding groups 
of hazards and the resulting risks. 

The hypothetical list of possible CIx types and risks 
are presented in Table 2. 

List of threats are presented in Table 3 symbolically 
(simplified for purposes of modeling and construc-
tion of methodology). 

The list of threats in Table 3 are fixed in relation 
to the model shown in Fig. 3. In any case, the model 
has the list of threats limited to five. For each hazard 
from Table 3, a uniform percentage scale was adopt-
ed to meet its current level (in the evaluation of mon-
itoring). 

Fig. 5 shows the object model of infrastructure CIa
1 

(see. Fig. 3), on which channels (U/Z)1
a,1-5 are shown 

to illustrate the phenomenon of compensation 
of threats Za

1,1-5 by the vulnerability Ua
1,1-5 of the 

infrastructure CIa
1. 

Table 4 shows the percentage scale of the threat, 
uniform for the entire model. 

All the assumptions made in Table 2, Table 3 
and Table 4 are contractual and used to build models 
of vector vulnerabilities (U), threats (Z), conse-
quences (S), and risks (R). 
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Table 4. The percentage scale of the degree fulfillment of threats 

extent of the risks  a symbolic designation  term verbal threats 

1% ÷ 20% 20% minimum 

21% ÷ 40% 40% little 

41% ÷ 60% 60% medium 

61% ÷ 80% 80% big 

81% ÷ 100% 100% extreme 
 

 

Table 5. Vectors susceptibility (U) and threats (Z) for infrastructure CIa
1 and the effects (S) 

IKa
1 t0 – phase 1 t1 – phase 2 t2 – phase 3 

channel 
U/Z 

suscept-
ibility 
[0..1] 

threat 
[%] 

effect  
[0..1] x 

[20..100]% 

suscept-
ibility 
[0..1] 

threat  
[%] 

effect  
[0..1] x 

[20..100]%

suscept-
ibility 
[0..1] 

threat  
[%] 

effect  
[0..1] x 

[20..100]%

U/Za
1,1 1 20 20 0,5 40 20 0,7 40 28 

U/Za
1,2 1 20 20 0,5 20 10 0,3 20 6 

U/Za
1,3 1 20 20 0,5 20 10 0,1 20 2 

U/Za
1,4 1 20 20 0,5 40 20 0,4 40 16 

U/Za
1,5 1 20 20 0,5 60 30 0,9 60 54 

 

5.4 Estimating the state of emergency  
 on simulated areas 

Fig. 3 is an illustration of the experiment computing, 
which consists of assigning infrastructures CIX: 

 varying in time the threats expressed in % loss 
of functionality for infrastructure,  

 continuing vulnerability Ui() for different mo-
ments of time t0, t1, t2, t3 succession of threats,  

 and the moments of time , in which occurred 
extortion by threats or decrease of susceptibility 
change caused by the operator CIX. 

The values entered for threats were selected from 
Table 4. The initial value of the threats was adopted 
at 20%, which corresponds to the verbal definition 
of “minimal”. 

In the prepared phase of the experiment shown 
in Table 5 provides an analysis of the functioning 
of infrastructure such as CIa

1 at three points in time: 

1) from time t0, for the purpose of simulations it was 
found that the vulnerability is 1 on the scale 
[0..1], for each type of threat and the maximum 
value of the risk for each type of hazard is 20% 
of the total CIa

1; this means that the effect of the 
implementation of the risks is the loss of ability 
to function 1/5 of that infrastructure (see Tables 5 
and 6); 

2) from the time t1 for the simulation it was found 
that the susceptibility is reduced for each channel 
risks for 0,5 of the current value of risk because, 
for example, the high cost of maintaining a low 
susceptibility – a risk, however, increased 2-fold 
at the 1st and 4th of the channel U/Z and 3 times 
on the 6th channel; 

3) at the time t2 drawn new vector susceptibility 
while maintaining the same risks. 
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The basis for estimating the risks is Table 4, whereby 
as a result of monitoring determined to be the possi-
ble (probable) current effect of threats and vulnera-

bilities in all CIx
, wherein: 

x - the type of infrastructure, 

 - an index of 1, 2, … infrastructures x. 

Table 5 is used in situations where the probability 

of occurrences are known risks Zx
, for CIx

 on the 

channel “vulnerability/threat” (U/Z)x
,, where: 

 - index infrastructures CIx
 (in the example shown 

in Fig. 5 type x: a, b, c, d, e,  

 - the index of the hazard (in this example: from 1 
to 5). 

In the presented example, a percentage of the conse-

quence channels (U/Z) x
, is the percentage of the 

loss of functionality of the resource as a result of the 
threat. According to this principle the sum of the 
effects of the loss of functionality on all channels 

(U/Z) x
, of the infrastructure resource could theoret-

ically exceed 100%. 

 

Table 6. Vectors of risk (R) for infrastructure CIa
1 

channel	
U/Z 

probabi-
lity [0..1] 

effect 
[%] 

risk 
[%] 

probabi-
lity [0..1] 

effect 
[%] 

risk 
[%] 

probabi-
lity [0..1] 

effect 
[%] 

risk  
[%] 

U/Za
1,1 0,10 20 2 0,10 20 2,0 0,15 28 4,2 

U/Za
1,2 0,10 20 2 0,15 10 1,5 0,20 6 1,2 

U/Za
1,3 0,10 20 2 0,20 10 2,0 0,25 2 0,5 

U/Za
1,4 0,10 20 2 0,10 20 2,2 0,15 16 2,4 

U/Za
1,5 0,10 20 2 0,15 30 4,5 0,20 54 10,8 

 

5.5 Signals crisis 

In the first stage of the experiment, it was assumed, 
as a signal of rising crisis, that at least on a one 
channel of the CI possible threat exceeded 50% loss 
of functionality conveyed through this channel (see. 
Tables 5 and 6, channel U/Z1

1,5) – for example, the 
temporary loss of access to 50% of the drinking wa-
ter caused the failure of filters. 

The evaluation crisis in the prescribed area of the 
territory is carried out by means of the ongoing mon-
itoring of the expected impact of the implementation 
of (the consequences of) threats. 

For this, a specified range of functionality and the 
corresponding channels defined the threshold value 
of the expected effects of the implementation risks: 

 the highlighted channel of infrastructure within 
the municipality, county, state or country (see in-

stance channel to channel in the infrastructure in-
dex 5 in an unspecified threat municipality), 

 the highlighted resource of the infrastructure CIx 
for the sum of the expected impact of the imple-
mentation of risks on all channels within the mu-
nicipality, county, state or country, 

 highlighted the infrastructure CIx for the sum 
of the expected impact of the implementation 
of risks on all channels within the municipality, 
county, state or country, 

 highlighted the combination of resources and 
infrastructure CIx for the sum of the expected im-
pact of the implementation of risks on all chan-
nels within the municipality, county, state 
or country. 

The crisis rating is conducted at five levels, as shown 
in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. 5-leveling the assessment of the crisis in the levels of meta infrastructures of state, 
provinces, districts and communes at the infrastructure level 

 
The data monitoring was limited to all the distin-
guished physical channels (U/Z) of the resources CIX 
(operating resources of municipalities) to the follow-
ing activities: 

 estimating the probability P succession of threats 
functionality on the scale [0..1], 

 estimating susceptibility U to threats functionality 
Z, 

 assessing threats Z to the highlighted features 
on a percentage scale [20..100]%, 

 assessing the effects of loss S of functionality as 
a result of threats on open a percentage scale 
[0 ...]% as the product of vulnerability (U) 
and threats (Z) in the form of a formula [0..1] x 
[20..100]%, 

 assessing the risks R of loss of functionality 
as a result of threats on open a percentage scale 
[0 ...]% as the product of the probability (P), vul-
nerability (U) and threats (Z) in the form of for-
mula (0..1) x [0 ..1] x [20..100]%. 

 
6 Conclusions 
 
The main aim of this study was to determine 
the mechanisms to measure the risks to which they 
may find themselves useful for diagnostic processes 
in management of critical situations in the Critical 
Infrastructure of the resources. Our intentions, 
in some cases significantly exceeded the scope 
of work that could be performed by the authors.  
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Our intentions, in some cases, far exceeded the scope 
of work that had been possible to perform by the 
author. 

In conclusion we can say that in this article we ap-
proached to the nature of the problem of dynamic 
assessment of the crisis situations - in the Critical 
Infrastructures of resources - with many promising 
perspectives to which we included following theoret-
ical and practical issues: (1) resource interpretation 
of the Critical Infrastructure concept; (2) the concept 
of technology reactor modeling the impact of inter-
nal and external resources; (3) the internal memory 
of resources; (4) the risk measurement in terms 
of the calculation; (5) the integral model of a crisis 
in the Critical Infrastructure environment; (6) the 
point of gambling as a start of the risk management, 
connected with the geographical and administrative 
deployment of the Critical Infrastructure.  
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